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Contract Agreement Related Issues

 No Contract Agreement between the agency and the Network provider

 Agreement utilized is not the "Agreement for Title IV-E Agencies and 
Providers for the Provision of Child Placement"

Required to utilize the specific "Agreement for Title IV-E Agencies and Providers for the 

Provision of Child Placement" generated from SACWIS for each network placement.

Cannot remove standard language from the agreement

Cannot modify the required terms and conditions found in the master contract

Can add additional terms and conditions through the use of Addendums



Contract Agreement Related Issues-Continued

Contract Agreement terms in SACWIS are not in agreement with the 

signed "Agreement for Title IV-E Agencies and Providers for the Provision of 
Child Placement"

 This includes overall agreement amount, and effective dates

Written agreement parties must be the same as the Agreement in SACWIS



Contract Agreement Related Issues-Continued

 Addendums to Contract Agreement are present in SACWIS but are not 

printed and signed by all parties to reflect a valid addendum

Any addendum must be entered in SACWIS, printed and signed by all parties.

 Total Contract Agreement cost utilized should be monitored to ensure any potential 
deficiencies in the total agreement amount are identified early so an Addendum can 
be done in SACWIS, printed and signed by all parties



SACWIS Example: Correct or Incorrect?

Not a 

Real 

Amount



SACWIS Example: Correct or Incorrect?

Real 

Amount



Per Diem Related Issues

 Per diem rates by component on the invoice don’t agree to the per diem 
rates on the Title IV-E Rate Schedule A in the Contract Agreement and/or 

the SACWIS Service Authorization Screen

 Rates must agree by individual component (i.e. maintenance, administration, 
transportation maintenance, etc.) with all three items (Title IV-E Rate Schedule A, 
SACWIS and invoice)

 Rates must be broken out at the same level of detail across all three documents

For example: This means that you can’t do maintenance and administration on the 
invoice, but maintenance, administration, transportation maintenance, 
transportation administration in SACWIS or the Title IV-E Rate Schedule A



Per Diem Related Issues- Continued

 Per diem rate on the invoice is only provided as a total per diem and isn’t 

broken into component rates

Necessary to be broken out to ensure everything agrees by individual component

 Rates on the Title IV-E Rate Schedule A in the Agreement are not broken 

into individual components for each level of care or represent a range 
instead of specific rates

OAC 5101:2-47-23.1 requires that at a minimum rates are maintenance and 
administration

Also required to utilize the Title IV-E Rate Schedule A from SACWIS, which requires 
individual components



Per Diem Related Issues- Continued

 No Title IV-E Rate Schedule A is utilized with a network provider

OAC 5101:2-47-23.1 requires that a Title IV-E Rate Schedule A be utilized that defines 
the per diem rates by component for each level of care that can or will be provided

 Rates should be negotiated and must be incorporated into the Title IV-E Rate 
Schedule A of the Agreement before placement



Per Diem Related Issues- Continued

 A Financial ICCA is utilized for each child in lieu of a Title IV-E Rate 
Schedule A or contracted rates or the rates are documented on the 

regular ICCA for each child

OAC 5101:2-47-23.1 requires the use of the Title IV-E Rate Schedule A from SACWIS for 
the agreement. Therefore, it is not allowable to use a Financial ICCA in lieu of the Title 
IV-E Rate Schedule A

A Financial ICCA can be used internally (if needed), but it is not authoritative and is 
not considered the agreed upon rates

 If a Financial ICCA is utilized, care must be taken to ensure the rates are in agreement 
with the Title IV-E Rate Schedule A from the effective Agreement.



Title IV-E Rate Schedule A Example



Invoice Example



SACWIS Service Authorization Example



Miscellaneous Foster Care Issues

 Title IV-E Reimbursement Received Before Payment to Provider

Must ensure payment to provider has occurred before requesting reimbursement in 
SACWIS

 Ensure the payment date entered in SACWIS should be the date of the payment 
made by the county auditor and should be entered only after ensuring payment has 
been made



Miscellaneous Foster Care Issues

 Foster Care expenses claimed to a federally reimbursed CFIS accounting 

code

 Foster Care reimbursement only occurs in SACWIS

 Foster Care placement costs are not allowable to any other federally funded CFIS 
code in the PCSA fund



Miscellaneous Foster Care Issues

 Leave Days Paid to Provider Without Written Agreement

 The number of leave days to be paid to a network provider must be included in 
the Contract Agreement with the provider

 Establish the number of days payable through an Addendum to the Contract 
Agreement

Addendum must be signed by all parties

 If no days are established via Contract Agreement, no payment should be made 
to the provider

 Leave Episodes Not Entered into SACWIS

 This creates the potential for unallowable reimbursement to be received



Miscellaneous Foster Care Issues

 Title IV-E Reimbursement Received for Leave Days Not Paid

 If no payment was made for leave days, the days are not reimbursable

 Title IV-E Reimbursement Received for Placement Costs Paid by Another 

Entity

 Example: If an FCFC is paying the placement provider directly, the PCSA is not 
eligible to receive reimbursement based on the FCFC’s payments.  PCSA 
reimbursement is only available for placement costs paid directly to the 
placement provider by the PCSA



QUESTIONS


